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List of all features offered by Information Literacy (IL) Directory website.

- General information about the project.
- User registration, thus, adding of records is available.
- Registration of IL resources around the world, allowing deletion or update to record submitters or regional coordinators.
- Displaying of resources directory and filtering by category, sub-category (type of resource), country, and alphabetically.
- Upload of documents from registered users.
- An uploaded document can be linked to a record, this way full-text material becomes available to entire world, and the record is registered into the database.
- Update of records by normal users creating a temporary record with new changes. These changes are to be accepted or rejected by coordinators and country contacts.
- Report of statistics by country and by category and sub-category (type of resource), displaying the number of records, and a hyperlink to the record listing itself.
- Listing of user’s submitted records and uploaded documents. Easy access to update them or delete them.
- Website interface in English and Spanish
- Listings of regional coordinators and country contacts, publishing contact information for communication purposes.
- RSS feeds.